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quadratic in mn, which is nearly optimal in the worstcase. Previous solutions of the second problem wereeither incomplete, more expensive, or produced onlypart of the free con�guration space. Combining oursolution with parametric searching, we obtain an al-gorithm that �nds the largest placement of P in Q intime that is also near-quadratic in mn. In addition,we describe an algorithm that preprocesses the com-puted free con�guration space so that `reachability'queries can be answered in polylogarithmic time.1 IntroductionProblem statement. Let P be a (closed) convexm-gon. We consider two problems involving placementsof P inside a (closed) planar polygonal environmentQ bounded by a total of n edges. We allowP to trans-late, rotate, and sometimes also to scale. A placementof P is thus any congruent or similar copy of P (with-out reections). A placement of P is free if it is fullycontained in Q. A placement of a similar (resp. con-gruent) copy of P can be represented by four (resp.three) real parameters. The free con�guration spaceC of P in Q is the space of all free placements of Pin Q. In general, C is a four-dimensional space; ifscaling is not allowed, C is three-dimensional. Thereare two types of problems that we wish to consider inthis setup:Motion Planning: Assuming no scaling is allowed,construct the full con�guration space C. Also,preprocess C so that, given any two (congruent)placements of P , one can determine whether theylie in the same connected component of C (inwhich case there exists a collision-free motion ofP inside Q from one of these placements to theother).Largest Placement: Allowing scaling, �nd the largestsimilar copy of P inside Q.Previous results: General environment. Bothproblems are important basic problems in robotics



and manufacturing, and have been studied intensivelyin computational geometry, starting about 15 yearsago. Some of the initial results on this problem canbe found in [6, 13, 20, 23]; these algorithms are eitherine�cient or consider only special cases (e.g., where Pis assumed to be a line segment). The �rst signi�cantdevelopment was made by Leven and Sharir [14], whoshowed that the combinatorial complexity of C, whenno scaling is allowed, is O(mn�6(mn)). Here �s(q) isthe maximum length of (q; s)-Davenport-Schinzel se-quences [21], which is nearly linear in q for any �xeds. Thus the complexity of C is near-quadratic in mn.The goal then was to compute C in time that is alsonear-quadratic in mn. The �rst result in this direc-tion is in [11], where an O(mn�6(mn) logmn)-timealgorithm was proposed. However, this algorithmturned out to have a technical di�culty: it computesa superset of all the vertices of C (where each such ver-tex is a free `critical' placement of P in Q at whichP makes three distinct contacts with the boundary ofQ), and then aims to �lter out the spurious (non-free)placements. However, this �ltering was not handledcorrectly in some cases.Two subsequent papers aimed to �x this problem.The �rst solution is given by Sharir and Toledo [22].It processes Q into several range-searching data struc-tures, and then it queries these structures with eachplacement of P produced by the algorithm. This al-lows us to detect and discard non-free placements,but the cost of each query is O(m logn), resulting inan overall complexity close to O(m3n2), which is sig-ni�cantly more expensive (when m is large, which iswhat we assume here). A second solution is given byKedem et al. [12]. It remains within the time com-plexity O(mn�6(mn) logmn) of the algorithm of [11],but it may fail to produce the entire space C. Moreprecisely, given an initial free placement Z of P , thealgorithm is guaranteed to construct the connectedcomponent of C that contains Z (which su�ces formost motion planning applications), and may com-pute some other components, but it is not guaranteedto produce all components of C. Consequently, theirsolution can determine in O(mn�6(mn) logmn) timewhether there exists a collision-free path between twoplacements of P , but it cannot determine in time thatis near-quadratic in mn whether a congruent copy ofP can be placed inside Q.The case in which scaling is allowed, and we seekthe largest placement of P inside Q, has been stud-ied in [8, 22]. Using generalized Delaunay triangula-tions induced by P in Q, Chew and Kedem [8] gavean O(m4n2�(n) logn)-time algorithm for computinga largest free similar placement of P inQ; here �(n) isthe inverse Ackermann's function. Sharir and Toledo

[22] proposed another algorithm that combines para-metric searching [16] with a construction of the entirecon�guration space for the �xed-size case, as in thepreceding paragraph; the running time of their algo-rithm is O(m2n�4(mn) log3mn log logmn), which isclose to O(m3n2). If only translations and scalingsare allowed, the largest homothetic placement of Pinside Q can be computed in time O(mn logn), usingthe generalized Voronoi diagram of @Q induced by P[15].Previous results: Convex environment. Onefaces a much simpler situation when Q is also a convexpolygon. The resulting problems are still challengingand have an interesting geometric structure. Theyalso have several applications (see, e.g, [5] for a com-puter vision application). The only previous attackon the problem, in which P is assumed to have a �xedsize, is in [6]. It is shown there that one can determinein O(mn2) time whether P can be placed inside Q.Computing a largest homothetic copy of P inside Q(i.e., allowing only translations and scalings) can bedone in O(m + n) time, using a linear-programmingapproach [22]. We are not aware of any previous workwhere P is also allowed to translate, rotate, and scale(except, of course, specializations of the algorithmsmentioned above to the case where Q is convex; how-ever, no improvements in the time bounds in such aspecialization have been studied in these works).New results and methods. We �rst study theproblem where Q is convex, and we seek a largestplacement of P inside Q. We show that such a place-ment can be computed in O(mn2 logn) time. Wealso show that the combinatorial complexity of thespace C of all similar placements of P inside Q isO(mn2), that this bound is tight in the worst case,and that C can also be computed in O(mn2 logn)time. These results are obtained by a careful analysisof the structure of C: we show that C can be repre-sented as a convex polytope in 4-space withmn facets(this already implies that its complexity is O(m2n2)).A more re�ned analysis yields the improved boundsnoted above. To �nd a largest placement of P inQ, it su�ces to consider a certain 2-dimensional pro-jection of C. We also analyze the structure of thisprojection, which has some additional properties, andgive a simpler, O(mn2 logn)-time algorithm to com-pute this projection directly. Both algorithms arevery simple to implement; they use some straight-forward processing, followed by constructions of 3-dimensional convex hulls (for which optimal `o�-the-shelf' code is available).We next study the case where Q is a general polyg-onal environment. We adapt a recent randomizedalgorithmic technique from [1, 3], to obtain a ran-Page 2



domized algorithm that constructs (the boundary of)C in expected time O(mn�6(mn) log2mn). A some-what more complex variant of the algorithm runs inexpected O(mn�6(mn) logmn) time. This is the �rstcorrect solution whose running time is near quadraticin mn and which produces the entire con�gurationspace C. These algorithms (in particular the �rstone) are also relatively simple to implement (thoughnot as simple as in the case of a convex Q, becausehere we need to process curved algebraic surfacesand arcs). Even for the task of computing only aportion of C, our algorithms are simpler than theones in [12, 22]. We can preprocess C in additionalO(mn�6(mn) log2mn) time so that we can answer ef-�ciently reachability quesries: for any two placementsof P , we can determine in O(log2mn) time whetherthere is a collision-free motion from one to the other(i.e., whether they lie in the same connected compo-nent of C).Using an approach based on parametric searching,similar to that of [22], we can �nd the largest similarplacement of P in Q, in randomized expected timeO(mn�6(mn) log5mn), thus improving signi�cantlyover the previous bounds in [8, 22]. We note that theparametric searching requires an `oracle' procedurethat has to determine, for a given size of P , whetherthe corresponding C is nonempty, which we can do us-ing our algorithm for computing the entire C. Noticethat we cannot use the algorithm by Kedem et al. [12]here, because it may miss some of the components ofC.2 Largest Placement of One ConvexPolygon Inside AnotherLet P be a convex polygon with m edges and Q aconvex polygon with n edges. Our goal is to �nd alargest similar copy of P inside Q (allowing transla-tion, rotation, and scaling of P ); see Figure 1.
(ii)Q ajx+ bjy � 1(i)PFigure 1: (i) The polygon P ; (ii) The polygon Q anda largest copy of P inside Q

The geometric setup of the problem is as follows.We observe, following Baird [4], that similar place-ments of P can be parameterized nicely by referringto an arbitrarily chosen reference point p 2 P . Aplacement is represented by a quadruple (s; t; u; v),where (u; v) is a translation of p in the plane, and s =� cos �, t = � sin �, where P is rotated by � and scaledby �, around p. The standard placement puts p at theorigin, with � = 1, � = u = v = 0. Thus if (x; y) is avertex of P in the standard placement, its position atthe placement (s; t; u; v) is (sx� ty + u; tx+ sy + v).Such a placement of P lies fully within Q if and onlyif every vertex (xi; yi) of P lies in every halfspaceajx+ bjy � 1 containing Q and bounded by the linesupporting an edge of Q (here we assume, withoutloss of generality, that Q contains the origin). Thatis, the placement (s; t; u; v) must satisfy the followingsystem of mn linear inequalities:aj(sxi � tyi + u) + bj(txi + syi + v) � 1orLi;j : (ajxi+bjyi)s+(�ajyi+bjxi)t+aju+bjv � 1 :In other words, the space C of all similar placementsof P inside Q is a 4-dimensional convex polyhedronformed by the intersection of mn halfspaces (it isalso easily seen to be bounded). This already impliesthat the combinatorial complexity of C is O(m2n2),and that it can be constructed in O(m2n2) time [18].However, we will improve this bound in what follows,exploiting the fact that C is highly degenerate. Themain results of this section are:Theorem 1 The vertices of the projection of C ontothe st-plane can be computed in time O(mn2 logn).Theorem 2 The total number of vertices of Cis O(mn2), and they can be computed in timeO(mn2 logn).Remark. Although Theorem 1 follows immediatelyfrom Theorem 2, we give a direct proof of Theorem 1,which is somewhat simpler and provides more geo-metric insight into the structure of the problem.Proof of Theorem 1. We prove both theorems byapplying the standard duality transform that maps apoint (�1; �2; �3; �4) to the hyperplane �1s+�2t+�3u+�4v = 1 and vice versa. We denote the coordinatesin the dual space by s�; t�; u�; v�. The vertices of thepolytope D dual to C are thuswi;j = (ajxi + bjyi; �ajyi + bjxi; aj ; bj) ;for i = 1; : : : ;m and j = 1; : : : ; n. It is easy to verifythat all the points wi;j are indeed extreme points of DPage 3



(or, equivalently, that all the hyperplanes boundingthe halfspaces Li;j contain facets of C). Note that,for each �xed j (corresponding to an edge of Q), theconvex hull Gj of fwi;jgmi=1 is a similar copy of Pthat lies in the 2-plane �j : u� = aj , v� = bj . Thedual polytope D, then, is the convex hull of n similarcopies of P , placed in parallel 2-planes in IR4.We exploit the well-known fact that projection inthe primal is slicing in the dual. In more detail, letC2 denote the projection of C onto the st-plane u =0, v = 0, as e�ected by the mapping (s; t; u; v) 7!(s; t; 0; 0). Then a line �s+�t = 1 in the st-plane is asupporting line of C2 if and only if the hyperplane �s+�t = 1 is a supporting hyperplane of C in IR4. This isequivalent, in the dual, to having the point (�; �; 0; 0)belong to the boundary of D. Thus, computing C2 isequivalent to computing the cross section D2 of Dwith the 2-plane u� = 0, v� = 0.Our strategy for computing D2 is �rst to computeD3, the cross section ofD with the hyperplane u� = 0,and then to slice D3 with the plane v� = 0. Since it istrivial to intersect a three-dimensional polytope witha plane in time proportional to the complexity of thepolytope, we only consider the construction of D3.Without loss of generality, we can assume that noneof the aj's is 0. Then each of the polygons Gj liesoutside the hyperplane u� = 0. Hence, any vertexw of D3 must be an intersection of u� = 0 with anedge of D, connecting two vertices of a pair of distinctpolygons, Gi and Gj, where Gi lies above u� = 0 andGj lies below. Moreover, w must also be a vertex ofthe intersection of the convex hull ofGi[Gj with u� =0. So we can construct D3 by taking the convex hull,in IR4, of every pair of polygons Gi, Gj, intersectingall of these sub-hulls with u� = 0, and then takingthe convex hull of the resulting intersections.Let us consider the geometry of one such sub-hull.The two parallel 2-planes u� = ai; v� = bi and u� =aj ; v� = bj lie in the common 3-plane Fi;j de�ned by(bj � bi)u� + (ai � aj)v� + (biaj � bjai) = 0and so does the sub-hull determined by Gi; Gj. Thethree-dimensional geometry of conv (Gi [ Gj) in Fi;jis as shown in Figure 2.The intersection of Fi;j with u� = 0 is the 2-planeu� = 0; v� = (biaj � bjai)=(ai � aj), which is alsoparallel to the two polygons Gi; Gj. By slicing theconvex hull of the two parallel polygons with a paral-lel plane, we get a third parallel polygon Gi;j whichis the Minkowski sum of appropriately scaled copiesof Gi and Gj. This polygon has at most 2m vertices,and it is easy to compute directly from the verticesof Gi and Gj . Note that Gi;j lies in both Fi;j and inu� = 0.

GiGjFigure 2: Convex hull of parallel polygonsThe 3-polytopeD3 in u� = 0 is the convex hull of allthese polygons Gi;j. There are O(n2) such polygons,each with at most 2m vertices, so the total complex-ity of D3 is O(mn2) (which of course is also a conse-quence of the bound for the overall complexity of D,as asserted in Theorem 2 and proven below).The algorithm is simply to form the polygons Gi;j,take their three-dimensional convex hull, and inter-sect it with v� = 0. Since the Minkowski sum oftwo convex polygons can be computed in linear time[10], we spend O(mn2) time in computing the poly-gons Gi;j. Their convex hull can be computed inO(mn2 logn) time, using the divide-and-conquer al-gorithm of [17] (which has now only O(logn) recur-sive levels, because we start with the already avail-able polygons Gi;j). Hence, the total running time isO(mn2 logn). 2Note that in practical terms, the implementation ofthis algorithm is a straightforward setup followed bya convex hull computation, which can be performede�ciently with publicly available software.Proof of Theorem 2. We �rst consider the facetsof D whose supporting hyperplanes are parallel to the2-plane u� = 0; v� = 0. The equation of such a hyper-plane hF of a facet F has the form �u�+v�+� = 0.Hence, if hF contains a vertex of some Gj , it mustcontain the entire polygon Gj. It then follows that Fmust be the convex hull of the union of two polygonsGi, Gj (as in the proof of Theorem 1 given above).The facet F is dual to the placement of P in which itis shrunk to a point and all its vertices are incidentto the vertex of Q where edge i meets edge j (so thatthese two edges must be consecutive edges of Q). Thenumber of such placements is n, and the complexityof each of the corresponding facets is O(m), since itis the 3-dimensional convex hull of 2m points. (It iseasily veri�ed that each of these hulls is indeed a facetof D.) It follows that the overall complexity of thesefacets of D is O(mn). Constructing all these facets iseasy to do in O(mn) time. Page 4



Next, consider the facets of D whose supportinghyperplanes are not parallel to the 2-plane u� = 0,v� = 0. Let F be such a facet of D, so that the equa-tion of its containing hyperplane h can be written ast� = �s�+�u�+v�+�. Then, for each j = 1; : : : ; n,the line `j of intersection between h and the 2-plane�j containing Gj either touches Gj or is disjoint fromGj . The equation of `j is t� = �s� + �aj + bj + �,u� = aj, v� = bj, Note that the coe�cient � uniquelydetermines the vertex of Gj nearest to `j , for everyj, unless � is a `critical' value equal to the slope ofan edge of some Gj. There are � = mn such criticalslopes �, corresponding to the orientations at whichan edge of P is parallel to an edge of Q, and it is easyto compute them, in order, in time O(mn logn). Let�1 < �2 < � � �< �� be these critical slopes.Let K be an open interval of �-coe�cients betweentwo successive critical slopes. Then, for each j =1; : : : ; n, there exists a unique vertex wi(K);j of Gj,such that if h is any supporting hyperplane of D,whose �-coe�cient lies in K, then h can touch Gj, ifat all, only at wi(K);j. In other words, such an h isalso a supporting hyperplane of SK = fwi(K);jgnj=1(h must of course touch at least one of these vertices,and at least four if it contains a facet of D). For twoadjacent intervals K and K 0, the set SK0 is obtainedfrom SK by replacing one vertex w by another vertexw0 (both being adjacent vertices of someGj). It easilyfollows that every facet F of D not parallel to u� = 0,v� = 0 is either a facet of conv (SK ), for some intervalK, or, if the �-coe�cient of F is a critical value, afacet of conv (SK [SK0 ), for some pair of consecutiveintervals K and K 0. If the vertices of P and Q arein general position, these latter facets correspond toplacements in which an edge of P is incident to anedge ofQ. In fact, we can prove the following strongerclaim. Assuming �0 = �1 and ��+1 = +1, let Kibe the open interval (�i; �i+1) for 0 � i � �, and letwi = SKi n SKi�1 for 1 � i � �.Lemma 3 Every facet F of D that is not parallel tou� = 0, v� = 0 is either a facet of the convex hullconv (SK0) or a facet of the convex hull conv (SKi�1 [fwig) incident to wi, for some 1 � i � �.Proof: Let F be a facet of D that is not parallel tou� = 0, v� = 0 and that is not a facet of conv (S0). LetW be the set of vertices of F , and let i � � be the in-dex such that the �-coe�cient of the hyperplane sup-porting F lies in the (semi-open) interval (�i�1; �i].Then, by the above argument,W � Si�1[f�ig. Sup-pose j � i is the largest index such that �j 2W (i.e.,Sj is obtained from Sj�1 by inserting one of the pointsof W and deleting a point of Sj�1.) Then it is easily

seen that W � Sj�1 [ f�jg. Hence, F is a facet ofconv (Sj�1 [ f�jg) incident to �j , as asserted. 2This lemma suggests that we should computeconv(SK0 ) and, for each 1 � i � �, we com-pute the facets of conv (SKi�1 [ fwig) incident towi. Since the hyperplanes containing the facets ofconv (SKi�1 [fwig) incident to wi have only three de-grees of freedom, this problem can be formulated asa three-dimensional convex hull problem, and can besolved in O(n logn) time; the number of these facets,as well as their overall complexity, is O(n). Noticethat the set SK0 and the vertices wi for 1 � i � �can be computed in O(mn logn). Repeating this al-gorithm for all 1 � i � � and computing conv (SK0 ),the algorithm produces a total of O(mn2) facets, ofO(mn2) overall complexity, in time O(mn2 logn).These arguments already prove that the total num-ber of facets of D is O(mn2), and that their overallcomplexity, and hence the overall complexity of C,is O(mn2). Unfortunately, the algorithm might pro-duce additional spurious facets, which are not facetsof D. Indeed, a facet F of conv (Si�1 [ f�ig) corre-sponds to a placement � of P such that there are atleast 4 vertex-edge incidences between the vertices ofP� and the edges of Q, and F is spurious if P� 6� Q.If the �-coe�cient of F lies in the interval Ki�1[Ki,then it follows by de�nition that F cannot be spu-rious. However, if this �-coe�cient lies in anotherinterval Kj, for some j 62 fi � 1; ig, then F may bespurious, because P� may violate a constraint Lu;vcorresponding to some vertex wu;v 2 Sj n (Si�1 [Si).An example of such a spurious facet is given in thefull version of the paper.Hence, to complete our algorithm, we need to de-tect and discard the facets of the hulls conv (SK)which are not facets of D. This is accomplished asfollows. We triangulate each computed facet F intoO(jF j) tetrahedra, using the bottom-vertex triangu-lation scheme described in [7]. Let � denote the setof resulting tetrahedra; j�j = O(mn2). Let D� bethe bottom-vertex triangulation of the boundary ofD. We want to discard those tetrahedra of � thatare not facets of D�. For a vertex w, let �w �� bethe subset of tetrahedra incident to w, and let Vw bethe set of vertices of the tetrahedra in�w. It is easilyveri�ed that a tetrahedron � 2�w is a facet of D� ifand only if � is a tetrahedron in the bottom-vertextriangulation of the boundary of conv (Vw), which isnecessarily incident to w. We therefore compute thefacets of conv (Vw) that are incident to w, by the re-duction, noted above, to a 3-dimensional convex hullconstruction, and then compute the bottom-vertextriangulation of each such facet. Note that thesefacets can be computed in O(jVwj logn) time, sincePage 5



the vertices of Vw lie on only n 2-planes, so that theconvex hull computation requires only O(logn) re-cursive levels; we omit the easy details. We can nowdiscard those tetrahedra in �w that do not lie onthe boundary of conv (Vw). Repeating this procedurefor all vertices w of D gets rid of all spurious facetscomputed by the algorithm.The running time of this step is Pw O(jVwj logn),where the sum extends over all vertices w of D. SincePw jVwj = 4j�j = O(mn2), the total time spentis O(mn2 logn). This completes the proof of The-orem 2. 2An immediate corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 is thefollowing.Corollary 4 The largest similar copy of P inside Qcan be computed in O(mn2 logn) time.We conclude this section by constructing a pair ofpolygons P and Q, with m and n vertices, respec-tively, such that there are 
(mn2) placements of Pinside Q, each of which induces four incidences of theform (p; e), where p is a vertex of P and e is an edgeof Q. This implies that the combinatorial bound ofTheorem 2 is tight in the worst case.The construction is depicted in Figure 3. Let n beof the form 2l + 2, for some positive integer l, m aneven integer, and o the origin. The �rst n=2 verticesq1; : : : ; qn=2 of Q are evenly distributed along the arcof the unit-radius circle, centered at o, which goesfrom ��=6 to �=6 (in counterclockwise direction).The vertices qn=2+1 : : : qn are evenly distributed alonga tiny arc of a larger circle, say the circle with radius10+ " and center (10; 0), and we let the tiny arc spanthe orientations between �� "2(10+") and �+ "2(10+") ,so that its arc length is ". The value of " will be cho-sen su�ciently small, in a manner to be detailed in amoment.We place one vertex pm of P at the origin o andthe remaining m � 1 vertices, equally spaced, on acircular arc of radius 1=4, centered at (3=4; 0), thatspans the orientations between � �40l and + �40l .Claim: If " is chosen su�ciently small then the fol-lowing holds. For every triple n=2 + 1 � i � n,1 � j < n=2, and 1 � k � m � 2, there is a place-ment of P inside Q, using translation, rotation, andscaling, such that the vertex pm of P coincides withthe vertex qi of Q, and such that the edge pkpk+1 ofP coincides with the edge qjqj+1 of Q.Notice that every such placement of P induces fourvertex-edge incidences between P and Q, and is thusa vertex of C.Proof: We consider the scaling, rotation, and trans-lation of P that places pkpk+1 on the line ` supportingqjqj+1 and also places pm at qi.

pm o o0 sq000q00q0q`Figure 4: Proof of claimAs in Figure 4, let q be the center of edge qjqj+1; qis also the orthogonal projection of the origin o ontothe line ` supporting qjqj+1. Let q0 be the projectionof pm, which is placed at qi, onto `. Let q00 be theprojection onto ` of o0, the center of the small cir-cle whose boundary contains the points p1; : : : ; pm�1,which is appropriately shifted with P . Let q000 be theintersection of the line from pm = qi through o0 with`. Finally, let s be the intersection of the line sup-porting pmpm�1 (at this placement of P ) with `.The distance from q to q0 is at most ". The angleq000pmq0 is the same as the angle q000o0q00, which, by theconstruction of P , is at most �40l . The angle spmq000is exactly �40l . Since the distance from pm to q0 is atmost 1 + ", the distance from q to s isd(q; s) � "+ (1 + ") tan �20l :Since the distance from q to qj+1 is sin �6l , " can bechosen small enough so that"+ (1 + ") tan �20l < sin �6l ;which then implies that this placement of P fully liesbelow the segment pmqj+1. An analogous argumentshows that P lies above the segment pmqj, so P liesinside Q, as claimed.We therefore obtain the following result.Theorem 5 There exist a convex m-gon P and an-other convex n-gon Q such that there are 
(mn2)placements of similar copies of P inside Q, each ofwhich induces four vertex-edge incidences between Pand Q. Page 6



m� 1 verticespm pm�1qn=2+1n=2 vertices p1 pm�1qn p1
q1

qn=2qnqn=2+1
Figure 3: Polygons P and Q for which there exist 
(mn2) similar placements of P in Q with four vertex-edgeincidences per placement3 Placing a Convex Polygon in a Gen-eral Polygonal EnvironmentWe next consider the case where P is a convex m-gon translating and rotating in a general polygonalenvironment Q bounded by n edges (no scaling is al-lowed for the time being). As discussed in the intro-duction, the combinatorial complexity of the space Cof free placements of P is O(mn�6(mn)), i.e., near-quadratic in mn, but there is no published algorithmthat computes correctly the entire C in time that isclose to this bound.In this section, we propose a rather simplerandomized technique for constructing the entireC, with O(mn�6(mn) log2mn) expected runningtime. A somewhat more complicated random-ized algorithm can compute C in expected timeO(mn�6(mn) logmn). As it is usual for this typeof algorithms, the expectation is over the randomchoices made by the algorithm, for any �xed input,and not over any assumed distribution of the inputdata.In closing these introductory remarks, we note thatthe nice linear structure of the constraints de�ningC in the previous section does not exist here. Intu-itively, this is because here we have a mixture of twotypes of constraints | those induced by contacts ofvertices of P with edges of Q (as in the previous sec-tion) and those induced by contacts of edges of Pwith vertices of Q (which were absent in the previousanalysis). One can choose coordinate frames in which

either of these two types of constraints is linear, butthen the other type is necessarily nonlinear.Constructing C. The space of all placements of Pis three-dimensional, and can be parameterized by(x; y; �) (or, preferably, by (x; y; tan �2)), where (x; y)is the position of a reference point of P and � is theangle by which P is rotated from some �xed referenceorientation. For convenience, we make an assumptionthat simpli�es our analysis. We triangulate the com-plement of Q, and from now on assume that it is theunion of a set of n pairwise openly disjoint triangularobstacles (some of which may be unbounded); notethat the new n is larger than the original n by a con-stant factor.For each obstacle �, let K(�) denote the set of`forbidden' placements of P at which it intersects theinterior of �. These are open sets, and C is thecomplement of their union, so it su�ces to compute(the boundary of) the union K = S�K(�). Foreach obstacle �0, we compute the faces of @K thatlie in @K(�0), and then patch these faces togetherto construct K. This leads to the following simplehigh-level description of our algorithm: Fix an ob-stacle �0, and compute the the portion of @K thatis contained in @K(�0), which is the complement ofS� 6=�0 (K(�)\ @K(�0)). Hence, after applying thisprocedure to all obstacles �0, we can `glue' togetherthese portions of @K to obtain (an appropriate dis-crete representation of) the entire boundary of K.We omit the details concerning the gluing process,Page 7



as they are essentially the same as in the precedingalgorithms [1, 3, 11].Note that @K(�0) consists of all (free or non-free)placements of P at which its boundary makes contactwith @�0 and P and �0 are openly disjoint. To sim-plify the algorithm, we partition @K(�0) into O(m)patches, each of which is the locus �e;v of all place-ments of P at which some �xed vertex v of P touchessome �xed edge e of �0, or some �xed edge e of Ptouches some �xed vertex v of �0, and the interiorsof P and �0 are disjoint. If any of the patches is notxy-monotone, we further partition it into a constantnumber of xy-monotone patches. Such a partition iseasy to obtain in O(m) time. We refer to the patches�e;v as contact surfaces.We thus obtain a collection of the O(mn) 2-dimensional contact surfaces �e;v. For each such sur-face �, we compute the intersections �� = �\K(�),for all obstacles �, and construct, K� = �n(S���),the complement of their union within �. K� corre-sponds to placements at which v is in contact withe and P does not intersect the interior of any ob-stacle. Gluing these complements together will giveus @K, as above. We refer to the sets �� as virtual�-obstacles.Let � = �e;v be a �xed contact surface. We canparametrize � by (�; tan �2 ), where � measures the dis-placement along e of its contact with v, and where �is the orientation of P . For an obstacle �, construct-ing �� is easy: Note that, for any �xed �, the locusof placements contained in �� with orientations � isa line segment. (Indeed, the only motion availablefor P in this set is translation parallel to e; the set ofsuch translations at which the two convex polygonsP and � intersect is a line segment.) The critical�'s at which the combinatorial nature of an endpointof this segment changes are such that the line par-allel to e through some vertex of P passes throughsome vertex of �. There are O(m) such orientations,and �� can easily be obtained by sorting and pro-cessing these orientations in increasing order. Hence,@�� consists of O(m) arcs. As shown in [20], eachsuch arc is a section of an algebaric curve of degreeat most 4. �� can be computed in O(m logm) time.The total time needed to produce the sets ��, overall �, is thus n� O(m logm) = O(mn logm).We computeK� = �n(S���) using a randomizeddivide-and-conquer approach. We randomly dividethe set of virtual �-obstacles into two equal subsets(so that every such partition occurs with equal prob-ability), recursively compute the complement of theirtwo unions in �, denoted by K1;K2, and computeK� = K1\K2 using a standard sweep-line technique.We assume, as is standard, an appropriate model of

computation, in which various basic operations on thearcs forming the boundaries of the virtual obstacles(such as intersecting a pair of such arcs) can be donein O(1) time. Since every intersection point of anedge of K1 with an edge of K2 is a vertex of K� , thetotal time spent in dividing and in the merge stepis O((jK� j + jK1j + jK2j) logmn), where jK� j, jK1jand jK2j are the number of vertices of these respec-tive sets. If we let �� denote the total number ofvertices in all the intermediate unions (of all recur-sive subproblems) produced by the algorithm, thenthe total running time of the algorithm (applied to a�xed �), including the time spent in computing thevirtual �-obstacles, is O((mn + ��) logmn).Applying this procedure to each of the O(mn)contact surfaces independently and gluing the re-sults together, we construct @K in time O((m2n2 +P� ��) logmn), where the summation is taken overall contact surfaces. We will prove below that theexpected value of P� �� is O(mn�6(mn) logmn),which implies that the expected running time of theoverall algorithm is O(mn�6(mn) log2mn). Hence,we can conclude:Theorem 6 Given a convex polygon P with m edgesand a polygonal environment Q with a total of nedges, we can compute the entire free con�gurationspace C by a randomized algorithm in expected timeO(mn�6(mn) log2mn).Note that there is an alternative, randomized incre-mental approach to construct each K�, in which weadd the ��'s one at a time, in a random order, andmaintain a `trapezoidal' decomposition of the com-plement of their union; see [1, 3, 9]. The analysis ofthis technique is fairly standard, so we omit it here.The expected running time of this approach is onlyO(mn�6(mn) logmn), so this technique is slightlyfaster, but somewhat more complicated.Bounding the expected value of P� ��. Inthe remainder of this section, we establish the up-per bound on the expected value ofP� �� , as statedabove. For simplicity, assume that n, the total num-ber of (triangular) obstacles, is of the form 2h + 1for some integer h. Any vertex � that can appearon an intermediate union U produced by the algo-rithm, while computing K� for some contact surface�, is an intersection of the boundaries of some pairof virtual �-obstacles (ignoring vertices of individualvirtual �-obstacles, whose global number has alreadybeen shown to be O(m2n2)). Therefore � representsa placement of P at which (a) P makes three simul-taneous contacts with the obstacle boundaries, and(b) P is openly disjoint from the union of the obsta-cles � whose corresponding virtual �-obstacles par-Page 8



ticipate in U , and from �0, the obstacle for which �is a portion of @K(�0).A triple-contact vertex is a (not necessarily free)placement of P at which @P makes three simultane-ous (vertex-edge or edge-vertex) contacts with @Q.We say that any triple-contact vertex � has levelk (with respect to the full collection of obstacles)if removal of some k other obstacles (excluding theat most three that participate in the triple contact)causes � to become a free placement, relative to theremaining obstacles, and no set of fewer than k ob-stacles has this property. Note that level-0 verticesare exactly the vertices of C. Let Fk denote the num-ber of level-k vertices for the given P and Q, and letG(r) denote the expected number of level-0 verticesfor P in an environment obtained by picking a ran-dom sample of r of the n obstacles, where any subsetof r obstacles is chosen with equal probability. Fixa level-k vertex and let pk denote the expected num-ber of recursive subproblems of size r which containit in the output. Then the expected value of P� ��is easily seen to beE "X� ��# = n�3Xk=0Fk � pk:We �rst obtain a bound on pk. Note that, through-out the execution of the algorithm, it encounters setsof virtual obstacles of cardinality 2i, for i = 0; : : : ; h.Fix one such i. Consider any three obstacles, and �x atriple-contact vertex � of the free con�guration spacede�ned when only these three obstacles are present.What is the probability that � occurs during the ex-ecution of the algorithm, for any contact surface �,while processing subproblems involving r = 2i obsta-cles? The previous discussion implies that � lies atthe intersection of three contact surfaces. Fix one ofthese contact surfaces �. Suppose � is a level-k ver-tex, with respect to the full set of obstacles. Then� appears in some �xed subproblem involving r ob-stacles in the construction carried out within � if andonly if these r obstacles include the other two contactobstacles and do not include any of the k obstaclesthat \cover" �. Since every set of r obstacles (exclud-ing the obstacle inducing �) has the same probabilityof being the set of input obstacles to our �xed sub-problem, the probability of � appearing in the outputof the subproblem is (n�3�kr�2 )(n�1r ) . (Recall that we ignorevertices that are determined by fewer than three ob-stacles; these vertices show up as vertices of some vir-tual �-obstacle, so we already have a bound on their

number, as above.) Hence,pk � hXi=0 3 � 2h�i �n�3�k2i�2 ��n�12i � :Here we used the fact that � may appear in the con-struction in the three di�erent contact surfaces thatde�ne �, and that, in any �xed recursive construc-tion within �, there are 2h�i subproblems involving2i obstacles each. Hence,E "X� ��# � n�3Xk=0 Fk hXi=0 3 � 2h�i �n�3�k2i�2 ��n�12i � != hXi=0 3 � 2h�i n�3Xk=0 �n�3�k2i�2 ��n�12i � Fk : (1)To bound this sum, we express G(r) in terms of Fk.What is the probability that a level-k vertex � de�nedby three contacts, as above, is counted in G(r)? Inother words, what is the probability that it corre-sponds to a vertex of the free con�guration space, inthe environment de�ned by r randomly selected ob-stacles? It is de�ned by three obstacles and \covered"by k other obstacles, so the probability is (n�3�kr�3 )(nr) .Thus, the expected number of free vertices (each de-�ned by three obstacles) arising in the r-sample isG(r) = n�3Xk=0 �n�3�kr�3 ��nr� Fk:Putting r = 2i + 1, we obtainG(2i + 1) = n�3Xk=0 �n�3�k2i�2 �� n2i+1� Fk= 2i + 1n n�3Xk=0 �n�3�k2i�2 ��n�12i � Fk: (2)Substituting (2) into (1), we obtainE [X� �� ] � hXi=0 3 � 2h�i n2i + 1G(2i + 1)= O(n2) � hXi=0 G(2i + 1)2i(2i + 1) :Notice that G(2i + 1) is bounded by the combina-torial complexity of C for P moving amidst 2i + 1obstacles, which, as noted above, is known to beO(2im�6(2im)), so the total expected output size ofall subproblems is O(mn�6(mn) logn), as claimed.Page 9



Motion-planning queries for P . In order to an-swer reachability queries of the form \given two place-ments I and F of P , determine whether there is acollision-free path of P (inside Q) from I to F ," weneed to preprocess C into a data structure so thatwe can determine whether two query points lie in thesame connected component of C.We �rst compute a re�nement C� of C and thenpreprocess C� for point-location queries. We considerthe collection of all boundary edges of the contactsurfaces, and of the loci of points on these surfaceswith vertical tangency (in the z-direction, where z isthe parameter tan �2). For each of these curves , wedraw a vertical segment from every point on  in boththe (+z)- and the (�z)-directions, until it intersectsanother contact surface. That is, we erect a verticalwall through  within the cell (3-dimensional face) ofC that contains . This gives the desired re�nementC�. It can be shown that C� is vertically convex (i.e.,every line intersects a 3-dimensional face of C� in aconnected interval), and that every two-dimensionalface of the cross section of C� with a plane parallel tothe xz-plane is x-monotone. Following an argumentsimilar to that in [1], one can show that the complex-ity of C� is O(mn�10(mn)). This follows by showingthat any pair of contact surfaces intersect at most 8times within a �xed vertical wall. More details aregiven in the full version of the paper.Two cells f1; f2 2 C� lie in the same connectedcomponent of C if one can reach f2 from f1 by cross-ing only vertical walls of C�. We can now identifythe faces of C� that lie within the same connectedcomponent of C by a simple graph traversal of theedges of C�. The total time spent in this step isO(mn�10(mn)). Finally, we preprocess C� for point-location queries, using the algorithmof Preparata andTamassia, as described in [1]. Using this data struc-ture, we can determine in O(log2mn) time whethertwo given placements lie in the same connnected com-ponent of C. Hence, we can conclude:Theorem 7 Given a convex polygon P with m edgesand a polygonal environment Q with a total of nedges, we can preprocess C in randomized expectedtime O(mn�6(mn) log2mn) into a data structure sothat, for any two placements I and F of P , we candetermine, in O(log2mn) time, whether there existsa collision-free motion of P from I to F .Finding the largest placement of P . As men-tioned in the beginning of this section, we use theparametric-searching technique of Megiddo [16] tocompute a largest collision-free similar placement ofP inside Q. The parametric searching requires an `or-acle' procedure to determine, for a given scalin factor

of P , whether the corresponding C is nonempty. Us-ing Theorem 6, we can obtain an oracle that performsthis task in expected timeO(mn�6(mn) log2mn). Ane�cient implementation of the parametric searching,however, also requires a parallel algorithm for the or-acle (in Valiant's comparisons model [24]). The onlypart of the above randomized algorithm that is di�-cult to parallelize is the sweep-line procedure usedin the merge step, because a sweep-line algorithmis inherently sequential. We therefore perform themerge step in the parallel version using a di�erentapproach, based on segment trees, such as the oneused in [2]. Omitting all further details from this ver-sion, we show that one can compute C in O(log2mn)parallel steps, using O(mn�6(mn) logmn) expectednumber of processors, in Valiant's comparison model.Megiddo showed that if the sequential algorithm forthe oracle runs in time Ts and the parallel algorithmruns in time Tp using � processors, then the paramet-ric searching takes O(Tp�+TsTP log�) time. Hence,putting everything together, we can conclude:Theorem 8 Given a convex polygon P with medges and a polygonal environment Q with a totalof n edges, we can compute a largest free place-ment of P inside Q in randomized expected timeO(mn�6(mn) log5mn).Open problems. We conclude this section by men-tioning two open problems:(i) What is the combinatorial complexity of the four-dimensional con�guration space of all free place-ments of P in Q, when scaling is also allowed? Isit also near-quadratic in mn? (See the previoussection for the case where Q is convex.)(ii) How fast can one answer `real' motion plan-ning queries, where the output to a query shouldbe a collision-free path connecting the two givenplacements (when such a path exists)? Can thisbe done in time that has a polylogarithmic over-head plus a cost that depends on the actual com-plexity of the path? The approach describedabove does not seem to yield such a performance.References[1] P. Agarwal, B. Aronov, and M. Sharir, Computingenvelopes in four dimensions with applications, Proc.10th ACM Symp. on Computationl Geometry (1994),pp. 348{358.[2] P. K. Agarwal, M. Sharir, and S. Toledo, Applicationsof parametric searching in geometric optimization, J.Algorithms 17 (1994), 292{318. Page 10
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